«New Alaska Volkho» is a trade-production subdivision of the Company Group «North West Fishing Consortium» (CG «NWFC»). CG «NWFC» has oceanic and coastal industrial quotas for a catching of Red King crab, Snow crab, cod, haddock and halibut in the Barents Sea (FAO27).

The factory «New Alaska Volkho» includes workshops for processing of Red King crab, Snow crab and fresh frozen fish. Production is carried out in accordance with the highest quality standards. The factory has implemented a food safety management system HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points) and the global standard food industry BRC (British Retail Consortium). The production of Red King crab and Atlantic cod is certificated by standards MSC (Marine Stewardship Council). Currently the certification of MSC standards for the production of Snow crab and halibut is at the final stage.

Address of the factory «New Alaska Volkho»: 173020, Russia, Veliky Novgorod, st. January 20, 48. E-mail: office@fishtrade.net
We produce all products mainly of cluster 284+ (10+ oz) (picture 1). Products of Snow crab clusters which we glad to offer you are listed below:

Product № 1. **Merus shell on, cooked, frozen** (picture 2).
Size and quality:
Possible sizes of merus: less than 10 cm and over 10 cm. Product weight in a package without glaze is 900 gr. Glaze is 10% (compensated). If the customer wishes, we can make cuts on the shell lengthwise. Package: package of thickness 100 micron (without vacuum). Quantity of packages in a box – 10 pcs. Product weight in a box without glaze – 9.00 kg. Size of a transport box: 600*400*150mm.
If the customer wishes, we can make the product in a vacuum package (additionally we can pack it in a cardboard packaging). Weight of a package is 170 gr. Glaze is no more 5%. Quantity of packages in a box – 18 pcs.
Product № 2.
**Merus shell of without cartilage, IQF, cooked, frozen, glazed** *(picture 3).*
Size and quality:
Possible sizes of the merus: 8-10 cm., 10-12 cm., 12-14 cm. Product weight in a package without glaze is 900 gr. Glaze is 10% (compensated). Package: package of thickness 100 micron (without vacuum). Quantity of packages in a box – 10 pcs. Product weight in a box without glaze – 9,00 kg. Size of a transport box: 600*400*150mm.
If the customer wishes, we can make the product in a vacuum package or skin package. The weight of the package is agreed with a customer individually. Glaze is no more 5%.
**Picture 3**

Product № 3.
**Merus shell off with carpus shell on, IQF, cooked, frozen, glazed** *(picture 4).*
Size and quality:
Size of the product: 16-18 cm. Product weight in a package without glaze is 900 gr. Glaze is 10% (compensated). Package: package of thickness 100 micron (without vacuum). Quantity of packages in a box – 10 pcs. Product weight in a box without glaze – 9,00 kg. Size of a transport box: 600*400*150mm.
If the customer wishes, we can make the product in vacuum package. The weight of a package is agreed with a customer individually. Glaze is no more 5%. Quantity of packages in a box – 32 pcs.
**Picture 4**
Product № 4.
Merus shell off without cartilage, BQF, cooked, glazed (picture 5).
Size and quality:
Product weight without glaze is 400 gr. Glaze is 10% (compensated). Package: blocks are wrapped in polyamide film or sealed under vacuum. Quantity of packages in a box – 36 pcs. Box weight is 15,84 kg. Size of a transport box: 600*400*150мм.

Picture 5

Product № 5.
Combo block 65/35, cooked, frozen, glazed (picture 6).
Size and quality:
Crab meat is packed in block in the ratio of 65% white meat and 35% red meat. Product weight without glaze is 400 gr. Glaze is 10% (compensated). Package: blocks are wrapped in polyamide film or sealed under vacuum. Quantity of packages in a box – 36 pcs. Box weight is 15,84 kg. Size of a transport box: 600*400*150мм.

Picture 6
**Product № 6.**

**Claw shell on, cooked, frozen (picture 7).**

Size and quality:
Possible sizes of the claw: 9/12, 12/14, 16/20, 21/25, 26/30. Product weight in a package without glaze is 900 gr. Glaze is 10% (compensated). If the customer wishes, we can make a circular cut under the middle part of the claw. Package: package of thickness 100 micron (without vacuum). Quantity of packages in a box – 10 pcs. Product weight in a box without glaze – 9,00 kg. Size of a transport box: 600*400*150мм.

If the customer wishes, we can make the product in a vacuum package (weight of a package is 300 gr.) or skin package (weight of the package is agreed with the customer individually). Glaze is no more than 5%. Quantity of packages in a box – 32 pcs.

**Picture 7**
Product № 7.
*Cocktail claw, IQF, cooked, frozen, glazed* (picture 8).

Size and quality:
Possible sizes of the claw: 9/12, 12/14, 16/20, 21/25, 26/30. Product weight in a package without glaze is 900 gr. Glaze is 10% (compensated). Package: package of thickness 100 micron (without vacuum). Quantity of packages in a box – 10 pcs. Product weight in a box without glaze – 9,00 kg. Size of a transport box: 600*400*150mm.

If the customer wishes, we can make the product in vacuum package or skin package (weight of a package is agreed with the customer individually). Glaze is no more than 5%. Quantity of packages in a box – 32 pcs.

*Picture 8*